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M
ore than 25 people have been killed
and 200 students injured besides
many got arrested and went missing
during protest demonstrations

against Indian Citizenship amendment act
(Caa) 2019 as top universities turned into
battlefields after police and masked-men
attacked protesting students in Jawaharlal
Nehru University New delhi, Jamia Millia
Islamia New delhi and aligarh Muslim
University Uttarpardesh.

on Sunday, Jan 05 several masked men armed
with iron rods and sticks entered JNU and
started beating students who were protesting
against Caa. according to witnesses, the
attackers rushed the campus between 07:00 to

08:00 pm by yelling “hail Lord ram”, they
shattered window panes, attacked protesting
students and forced them to scatter. Besides
causing injuries to almost 34 students, the armed

mob also attacked students who were staying in
their hostels and had nothing to do with the
protest demonstrations. 
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MohaMed Bin Zayed University of
artificial Intelligence is the world's
first graduate-level dedicated

higher educational institution, being set up
in abu dhabi, capital of the United arab
emirates, in 2020.

The university, named after Crown Prince
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed al Nahyan, will
introduce a new model of academia and
research to the field of artificial intelligence.
The varsity promises to provide students
and faculty members with access to some of
the world's most advanced aI systems in
existence.

The research-based aI university will bring
the discipline of aI into the forefront,
molding and empowering creative pioneers
who can lead to a new aI empowered era,
said dr Sultan ahmed al Jaber, Uae
Minister of State, who has been appointed

chair of the university’s Board of Trustees.
he said that the university is an open

invitation to the world to further harness
potential of the artificial intelligence. 

he said the university is investing in
human capital, knowledge, and scientific
thinking and the Uae is one of the first
countries to define an inclusive and
integrated aI vision and strategy that covers
multiple sectors.

The university is now open to the world for
registration and it expects to contribute to
unleashing aI's full potential. Both local and
international graduate students are welcome
to the unique campus with state-of-the-art
facilities and a lively student community. 

There are six MSC and Phd programmes
available as well as full scholarships. The
study programmes offer three main
specialization fields in machine learning,
computer vision, and natural language
processing.  g
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GLOBAL TREND

World to get first artificial
intelligence varsity in 2020
Dr. Sultan Ahmed Al Jaber says Abu Dhabi-based university will
invest in human capital, knowledge, and scientific thinking

pu VC dr. niaz ahmad and Sudan’s aleenah agricultural Services Ltd president dr. adil ahmed ali ahmed nuri exchange  Mou documents for using pu patent
transgenes for development, seed production and marketing of transgenic cotton hybrids/varieties. PHOTO CREDIT: SARFRAZ ALI related story on page 11

PU COTTON GOES TO 12 AFRICAN COUNTRIESIN   SIDE

YOUNG DISTRICT-LEVEL VARSITIES
TO REDUCE GENDER GAP, SAYS 
DR. ZAKRIA ZAKAR

BY SHARJEEL AHMED

“pakistan being placed at almost at the bottom
in the global gender parity index is not a good
news. pakistan is ranked 151 out of 153 in the
latest report: only above the two most
impoverished countries: Yemen and iraq.
though as a nation we have a chronic habit
rather addiction of living in denial, but the fact is
that we have performed poorly if compared with
our South asian peers. 

Continued on page 03
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DR. MANZOOR ALI ISRAN

I
T is unfortunate that the state has decided to stand
against students, academics and civil society activist
demanding restoration of student unions. The very
purpose is to silence them from speaking on the

deteriorating state of affairs in universities, and prevent them
from performing their progressive role. The primary duty of
universities is to advance our understanding of life, the world
and the universe. To discover the truth, to transmit as much of
human understanding as we can from one generation to the
next and add as much new knowledge as we can to the existing
store of human knowledge.

To realize such goals, academic freedom must constitute the
core objective of our educational policy. It is a freedom we share
only on campus, in the classroom – it encompasses a student’s
right to learn and a professor’s right to speak freely and breathe
easily. It is unfortunate to note that neither the heC nor
universities focus on promoting academic freedom, which is the
dNa of education. Universities serve as centres of learning
through debates, discussion and rational analysis so that students
can develop critical and analytical faculties. We don’t have this
kind of environment in our universities which present more of
an orwellian society look where academic freedom is suppressed
brutally, and vocal teachers and students are ceaselessly subjected
to false propaganda, surveillance, and persecution. It appears that
there is an alliance between the ruling elite and capitalists to
prevent students and teachers from speaking on the vital
economic, political and the constitutional rights of the people. In
any society, teachers and students are public intellectuals and
opinion-makers.

Today, Pakistan is blessed with more than 60 percent of a young
population aspiring for freedom and fair opportunities. It is time
to tap into the potential of our youth to make Pakistan self-reliant
but this is conditioned with how the youth are treated and to what
extent they are empowered to work not only as productive agents
in the development of science, technology and economy but as a

bulwark against the corruption and mismanagement our
universities are riddled with.

The restoration of student unions can also lead to the end of
student factionalism that always results in bloodshed on the
campus. The kind of thinking not freeing the youth, by and
large, has roots in the colonial educational setup whose main
purpose was domination, exploitation and accumulation.
Clearly, education in our country, unlike in the West, was not
thought of as a means of promoting democracy or spreading
egalitarianism, or increasing social mobility.

on the contrary, its role has been to maintain the status quo,
strengthen the ruling class and produce better rulers in order to
reinforce the ideology upon which the power of the elite rests.
even a conservative educationist like dr. Ishtiaq Qureshi
argues: “these institutions produce a corps of privileged elite,
destined, because of its westernized training, the public service
commission examinations being loaded in its favour, to rule
over the despised ‘native’ Pakistanis.”

according to Paulo Freire, education has a liberating function
and not remain merely remain an inoperative part of our
political system. The professed goal of education such as the
development of physical and intellectual capacities of people,
so as to make them autonomous, free, self-reliant entities, and
to help them earn their livelihood with dignity, has never been
part of our educational strategies. It is ironic that the autonomy
of universities and teachers’ freedom to express their opinions
are currently under attack and every attempt is being made to
suppress growth of independent intellectual thought on
campus, for it is considered the antithesis to the ideology of
domination and exploitation. at the moment, the system of
higher education, based on elitist ideology, is leading to an
educational apartheid in Pakistan.

Dr. Manzoor Ali Isran is professor at the Shaheed
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology in
Karachi. We are reproducing his article, originally appeared
in The News, with necessary editing due to space available.
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Academic freedom policy

BY MANSOOR KATARIA

The Students Solidarity March in more than 50 cities
of Pakistan and its administered areas not only
reinvigorated debate on union politics but also

empowered the new generation on a larger scale. From our
perspective, the major contribution of the solidarity march is
that a countrywide political debate is unfolded after a long
time. The positive and negative sides of the student unions
were talk of the town.

The 35 years of a ban on union politics had given the
students a dull environment where they couldn't exercise
healthy activities in multi-dimensions. due to the same
reason, people started thinking that politics, as a state
driving tool, could only be done by the specific class of
the society. anyway, the participation of students and
fresh minds in politics keeps a status just like oxygen has
its value for life.

In Pakistan, culture has two different dimensions like
regional and religious and the solidarity march had somewhere
and somehow clashed with both types of specific mindset. The
slogans raised by the students were given a hike as deserved
but same isn't the case with the practice. all the students
especially the left have to understand the fact that the religious
culture has deep roots in the society and a sudden resistance
means unacceptability within our own people. We must
realize that issues of left and right wings are very much

common. Then why does it happen that the left gets less
acceptance within the society while highlighting the
problems? This question has a very simple answer. The
right wing people always try to play a so-called ‘religious
card’ for the purposes which isn't a visionary gesture. But
they get maximum response, while the leftists move with
the liberal and progressive approach which portrays them
as anti-religion.

In this scenario, the leftists have to understand and must
become moderate to penetrate into the masses, as
dynamics of a region are very much important in politics.
any culture takes centuries to hug the society and same
likewise centuries are requisite to vanish it. a sudden clash
with the religious hegemony and regional culture may
prove disastrous for leftists.

europe is the best example where church and state were
separated after a very long time struggle but not in a
moment. First of all, the class segregation should be
discussed and then other priorities must be set up.
Targeting culture and religion directly would not give
fruits. It is pertinent to mention here that students along
with activists and supporters have taken to the streets to
record their protest under Students Solidarity March.

Mansoor Kataria, a student of LLB at the University Law
College in Lahore, is a freelance writer and activist who is
associated with student politics. These are his own views.

Students reinvigorate debate on union politics
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T
he year 2019 remained very abstruse for higher
education in Pakistan with major cuts in budget,
lessening of scholarships, increment in fee and regular
protest demonstrations by teachers’ federation. on the

other hand, the government appointed regular vice chancellors in
many universities, announced establishment of six new universities
in various parts of Punjab province and launched ehsaas
Undergraduate Scholarship Programme for needy students in
2019.

during the year 2019, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
government reduced higher education Commission (heC) budget
up to 20 percent as compared to 2018-19. only 28.64 billion were
allocated for heC under the public sector development program
(PSdP) for 2019-20 against 35.830 billion in the year 2018-19.
heC Chairman dr. Tariq Banuri stated in a press conference that
they had demanded rs. 59 billion for development budget, but
could succeed in getting only rs. 28 billion from the government.

Public sector universities ran short of resources as 2019 was a
challenging year to salaries to the faculty and staff besides brining
many development projects to a halt. heC passed on the budget
cuts pressure to universities forcing many universities to increase
number of admissions. Universities have also started new programs
to increase their revenue. Many launched admissions to various
degrees in weekend and afternoon programs.

Universities increased the number of seats without increasing
faculty members thus causing deterioration in quality and standard
of education. due to heavy teaching load, teachers cannot find time
for research and supervision of students. all these measures
adopted by universities increased the strain on faculty members
and students. Similarly, some universities also increased semester
fee. Pakistan’s top ranking Quaid-i-azam University, Islamabad
increased semester fee from rs 60,000 to 90,000. Increase in
semester fee has shut the doors of higher education for students
belonging to poor and rural background. Many students could not
get admission due to unaffordable expenses thus widening the class
difference further.

Scholarships were also decreased in the year 2019. rs 350
million were kept for the scholars returning after completion of
their Phds, while rs 520 million for Fulbright Scholarship
Support Program heC-USaId. In the year 2017-18, rs 550
million had been earmarked for the Fulbright scholarships
support program of heC-USaId phase-2, while rs 527 million
had been allocated for Pak-USaId Merit and Need Based
scholarship program. a new scholarship scheme named “ehsaas
Undergraduate Scholarship” was also started during the year
2019.

The year also witnessed student activism with raising
demands to lift ban on student unions imposed since 1984 by
General Zia ul haq. a large number of students, mostly form
universities, gathered on The Mall, Lahore and demanded for
restoration of Student Body elections.  

2019 – year of crisis for
Pakistan higher education

Continued on page 4
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“pakistan being placed at almost at
the bottom in the global gender
parity index is not a good news.
pakistan is ranked 151 out of 153 in
the latest report: only above the two
most impoverished countries:
Yemen and iraq.
though as a nation we have a
chronic habit rather addiction of
living in denial, but the fact is that
we have performed poorly if
compared with our South asian

peers. We have persistently failed to recognize the importance of
gender equality and gender participation in the social and
economic development trajectories. 
developing human and social potential of women is not only an
economic issue but also a human rights issue. it is an established
fact that women participation positively contributes to reduce
poverty, crime, infant and maternal mortality and child
malnutrition. it is universally acknowledged fact that women
participation in economic and social life could only be increased
by improving their access to higher education. 
unfortunately, we have not yet been able to facilitate our rural
young women to higher education. access to higher education is
still restricted to less than one percent women from lower middle
class families especially in rural areas. of late, the government’s
decision to open universities at district level could provide a great
leap forward. the provision of opportunities to the lower middle
class women to have higher education at their door step and at
affordable cost could be a game changer for including women in
the mainstream social, economic and political domains.  

recently, a survey conducted at university of okara, has shown
that 75 percent of girls could not go to big cities for education for
cultural or economic reasons. the massive rural poverty and strict
restrictions and limitations on women’s mobility deprive them to
enter into institutions of higher learning. as a result, women
remain trapped in the culture of poverty and social exclusion.
overall economic recession and low opportunities for women to
earn in rural areas have made the things worse. and there is no
easy solution for this sorry state of affairs. instead of making any
evidence based policy and comprehensive intervention plan, we
seem to be fatalist: hoping to have divine intervention or looking
for a magical bullet to instantly improve the things. 
We have yet to learn from our erstwhile brother Bangladesh who
have done a good job to empower women. undisputedly, women

in Bangladesh have tremendously contributed to social and
economic development of the country. But we have been making
long and loud sermons on “women’s dignity” but never helped
and facilitated them to actively contribute to economic life. 
in the 21st century where technology driven jobs could empower
women to generate lot of wealth, our women are still working to
collect fodder, take care of cattle or engage in traditional
embroidery. We seem to be frozen in the past waiting for a
magical intervention in a fanciful world of imagination. With such
an approach we are continuously slipping down to various “global
indexes of developments”.  instead of accepting the reality, we
have lost touch with reason and rationality. our only response is
to blame the whistleblower. it is high time that the pakistani
public, politicians and policy makers show their commitment and
resolve to empower and emancipate the youth especially
women. they must be provided opportunities to develop their
capacities according to the social and economic challenges of the
contemporary globalized world. We have already suffered a lot by
living in the imaginative and glorified world of past.”

Varsities and Media Should
Collaborate to Protect,
Promote Religious
Freedom: Dr. Zakria Zakar

CoMMenting on the united States Commission on
international religious freedom’s annual report 2019, the
Vice Chancellor university of okara prof. dr. Muhammad

zakria zakar, while talking to the media, told that the report is
discriminatory, biased and lack professional integrity as it
misrepresents the state of religious freedom in pakistan and
overlooks the violations of minorities rights in india. 
dr. zakar asserted that the 21st century poses a war of ideas and
the turf of war is not battle fields but university lecture theatres
and media houses. “the weapon of war is not guns and bombs but
news and novel ideas. in this war, vigilant and veracious media is
more powerful than military might.”he further stated, “universities
must use this opportunity to project the country as champion of
minority rights by protecting religious freedom. our national
institutions especially the judiciary, legislature and executive have
been trying their best to protect religious freedom and minority
rights. Whereas in our neighboring india, religious freedom is under
siege and minority rights have been systematically trampled.”
prof. zakar called upon pakistani academia and media to play an
active role to protect and project the religious freedom and
minority rights in pakistan. “this is high time that our universities
dispel the negative image of pakistani society through its
publications. We cannot afford to be passive and pessimistic in
this era of active and aggressive war of ideas. pakistani
academia must tighten its belts”, argued the VC. 

Three-Week Lecture Series by
German Scholar Held at UO

A 3-week series of workshops, seminars and lectures was
held at the university of okara under the aegis of
directorate of external Linkages (deL). dr. hasnain

Bokhari from erfurt university germany delivered lectures in all
departments and interacted with the students and the faculty. 

the major themes of the lectures included Social Media
Management, integration with german education System, report
Writing, academic Writing, design and policy implications of
egovernment, Sustainable development goals, internet politics,
digital entrepreneurship and Qualities research Methods. all the
events were convened by the dr. Syed abuld Waheed, director
external Linkages. the Vice Chancellor prof. dr. Muhammad zakria
zakar was the Chief guest. talking to the media about the
purpose of this lecture series, dr. Waheed told, “dr. Bokhari has
brought with him versatile exposure and academic experience
that the students and faculty will benefit from. these lectures
will enable our students to know about the german culture and
explore education and job opportunities over there.” according to
the university spokesperson, dr. Bokhari wa the 7th foreign
scholar to visit the uo. Before this, academicians from different
parts of europe came over here time to time and interacted with
the uo community. the uo’s deL keeps inviting the
academicians from all parts of the world in a bid to expose the
students and staff to the international academic culture. 

Lecture on “Research
Culture” By American Scholar

Athe directorate of external Linkages of the university of
okara organized a special guest lecture on “promoting
research Culture in academic Settings” for the faculty

here at Main Library. a pakistani-american scholar, dr. Muazzam
nasrullah from West Virginia university was invited to deliver
the lecture on special request. the uo’s Vice Chancellor prof. dr.
Muhammad zakria zakar and director institute of Social &
Cultural Studies, pu prof. dr. rubeena zakar also attended the
lecture.  dr. Muazzam gave an overview of the changing
dynamics of research in international academic settings and
urged the faculty to focus more on creating new knowledge and
inculcating the skills of critical thinking and empirical data
collection among their students. after the lecture, the faculty
had an interactive session with the guest. dr. Muazzam lauded
the uo faculty’s dedication and diligence to uplift in the
institution in record time despite limited resources. 

Polio Awareness Seminar

a seminar on “polio awareness & eradication” was organized at
the university of okara by the department of zoology. dr.
Muhammad Wajid, Chairman faculty of Life Sciences, convened
the event that was attended by dr. abdul Majeed, Chief
executive officer (Ceo) health okara, dr. Muhammad Mudasir,
polio eradication officer, dr. zeeshan arif, area Coordinator and
Vice Chancellor prof. dr. Muhammad zakria zakar. a large
number of students and faculty members participated in the
seminar. the speakers highlighted the importance of polio
vaccination and immunization campaigns and urged the students
to work as ambassadors to sensitize the society about this endemic
disease that is still prevailing in pakistan. dr. zakar emphasized the
need of adopting civic sense in order to make pakistan a polio-free
country. he said, “Biological ailments are strongly connected with
social behaviors. in order to address any biological disease, we must
first focus on correcting social behaviors.” dr. Majeed thanked the
university administration for providing the health department an
opportunity to convey their message to the students and vowed to
hold a series of seminars on various common diseases. according to
a report, pakistan is one of the two countries where polio virus
still exits. the other one is afghanistan. during the calendar
year, a total of 91 polio cases has been reported in pakistan. g

Young district-leveluniversities to reduce gender gap

By Sharjeel ahmed

PROF. DR. MUHAMMAD ZAKRIA ZAKAR
(presidential pride of performance 2015)

Vice Chancellor, university of okara

dr. Bokhari is delivering lecture to the uo students

dr. Muazzam’s group photo with the uo faculty after the lecture

Chairman, faculty of Life Sciences, dr. M. Wajid addresses
the seminar

the VC is addressing to the uo’s Christian employees
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during the year, out of total amount
allocated for heC, around 24,887 million
were spent on ongoing schemes, while
4160 million were earmarked for new
projects. While in the year 2017-18, out of
35.662 billion allocated for heC,
9188.651 million had been spent on
ongoing schemes and 26474.150 for new

projects. The PTI government also allotted rs. 229 million for
development of Fatima Jinnah Women University, Campus-ii
(phase-2) Chakri road rawalpindi, 350 million for enhancement of
research facilities at UVaS, Pattoki campus in fiscal year 2019. rs
800 million rupees were also allocated for establishment of sub-
campus of public sector universities at district level. It is noteworthy
that heC announced 17 new projects for the year 2019 but during
2018, 43 new schemes were included in heC projects. 

Termination of Ba/BSc degrees was another major step taken
by the higher education Commission in 2019. heC launched a
new degree program called associate degree Program by
replacing Ba/BSc degree – thus making a useless exercise which
was not more than a mare change of the degree nomenclature.
according to Times higher education ranking 2019, Quaid-i-
azam University stood from  401-500 in world ranking,
CoMSaTS University Islamabad ranked 601-800 while
University of agriculture, Faisalabad and International Islamic
University, Islamabad ranked between 801–1000. Lahore
University of Management Sciences (LUMS), National
University of Sciences and Technology (NUST) and University
of the Punjab (PU) Lahore, also sustained the position of 801-
1000. Bahauddin
Zakariya
University(BZU)
Multan, University of
engineering &
Technology (UeT)
Lahore, Government
College University
Lahore, University of
Peshawar, PMaS arid
agriculture University
rawalpindi, University
of Sargodha and
University of
Veterinary and animal Sciences, Lahore sustained the position
of 1000+ according to Times higher education ranking.

according to QS World ranking of Universities, only seven
Pakistani varsities managed to make their place to top 1000.
Pakistan Institute of engineering and applied Sciences (PIeaS)
Islamabad stood at the highest rank among Pakistani universities
at 397th position in international ranking, followed by NUST
Islamabad at 417th spot while Quaid-i-azam University
Islamabad was between 551-560th position. The Lahore
University of Management Sciences (LUMS) ranked 701-750th,
Comsats Institute of Information Technology 751-800 and
University of engineering and Technology (UeT) was among
801-1000 in the QS ranking.

It is encouraging that PTI govt announced to build six new
universities during the year. These included North Punjab
University at Chakwal, University of Mianwali, University of
Kohsaar Murree, University at Bhakar, and Baba Guru Nanak
University in Nankana Sahib. a campus of Government College
University Faisalabad was also approved for construction in
hafizabad. Construction of Baba Guru Nanak International
University also started at Nankana Sahib during the year 2019.

It is also reported that 102 Phd scholars including 81 males and 21
females, sent to foreign universities on heC funded scholarships
whose degrees were to complete in 2019, did not return to the
country.  These scholars were university teachers. They didn’t come
back and resume their jobs. as punitive measures, the government
cancelled their passports and put their names in exit control list. It is
worthy to mention here that an amount of rs 1.60 billion was spent
for their abroad study.

during the year 2019, PM’s advisor on higher education and
former heC chairman dr. atta-ur-rehman did not seem
satisfied with heC’s policies. In a statement, he said that “it is
time for government to revive the higher education system. There
is no better way to destroy a country than to destroy its education
system. The heC sent only about 1700 scholars for training
abroad during 2013-2018; this number should have been ten-
fold higher. The expansion of universities without adequate
attention to availability of qualified faculty has dealt a fatal blow
to the higher education sector”, he remarked.

The Federation of all Pakistan Universities academic Staff
association (FaPUaSa) held protest demonstrations across the
country. on a call of the federation president, secretary and
provincial office-bearers university faculty members observed
protests in their respective institutions on a weekly basis every
Tuesday against heC budget cuts, teachers’ tax relaxation
withdrawal and other policy issues. g

BY KHURRAM SHAHZAD 

Year 2019 witnessed the most progressive 12 months
- 365 days in the history of Punjab University with
production of record 243 Phds, improvement in

varsity ranking, first position in natural sciences research
in Pakistan, establishment of three new centers and many
more. 

Vice chancellor Prof. dr. Niaz ahmad akhtar’s policies
based on merit, discipline, transparency and efficient
academic governance provided an enabling environment
for promotion of research and teamwork culture in the
university during 2019.
RANKING: In QS World Universities rankings, PU
jumped up from 232nd to 193rd position, improving its
rank 39 times from the previous year in asian ranking of
the universities. also Punjab University appeared for the
first time in the subjects of physics and astronomy including
the areas of solid state physics, high energy physics etc,
chemistry including biochemistry,
physical/analytical/organic/inorganic /applied chemistry
and agriculture & forestry. While in Times higher
education university ranking, Punjab University for the first
time got third position in Pakistan besides improving its
position among top 800 to 1000 universities in the world. 

In natural sciences, PU ranked No. 1 in terms of research
publications amongst all Pakistani universities by The
Nature Publishing Group, a world-class publisher of high
impact scientific and medical information in print and
online founded in 1869.  It is worthy to mention here that
PU is a general category university but it has left many
science universities behind in the ranking and the overall
research output of PU scientists in the subjects of
Chemistry, Physical Sciences, Life Sciences and earth and
environmental Sciences remained far higher than all other
Pakistani science universities. according to ranking, PU has
secured 7.21 score while CoMSaTS Institute of Information
Technology, which was on 2nd number, secured 3.25 score. 
APPOINTMENTS : data reveals that a total 29 selection
boards held during the year with  appointment of record
37 professors, 52 associate professors, 56 assistant
professors and 33 lecturers. These appointments helped
improve functioning of academic departments besides
providing sense of satisfaction among teachers who were
waiting for their promotions for many years. 

Non-teaching staff is an important arm of the university
administration to cater to 43000 on-campus student. In
the wake of frequent demands from various administrative
office, record 195 new staff was appointed besides giving
due promotions to 193 other non-teaching staff. after more
than one-decade lapse, regular appointments were made on
key posts of Pro-Vice chancellor, registrar, Controller
examinations and resident officer 1. With this the practice
of making temporary arrangements by giving additional
charge to faculty members came to an end. The vice
chancellor implementing the vision of PTI government and
PU Chancellor Chaudhry Muhammad Sarwar advertised
these post and made regular appointments. 
NEW CENTRES : In 2019, Punjab University Vice
Chancellor set up three new teaching, training and research
centres with an aim to contribute towards socio-economic

development of the
country. In this regard,
PU VC Prof Niaz ahmad
chaired a high level
meeting of academic
Council to discuss the
need to establish
purposeful centres for
development of country,
economic growth and
improvement in social
sectors.  deans, heads of departments and professors
participated in the meeting. The meeting approved
establishment of Centre for Civility and Integrity
development (CCId) at department of Political Science,
Centre for Social development and Social
entrepreneurship (CSdSe) at department of Social Work
and Centre for research on SdGs at Institute of Social and
Cultural Studies. 

addressing the meeting, PU VC Prof Niaz ahmad said that
this was the role of the universities to create new knowledge
and serve the country as well as society. he said that in the
developed countries, universities have an important role in
socio-economic development and Pakistan’s universities
should also contribute in this regard. 
LINKAGE: Linkage of PU with world renowned institution
for knowledge sharing through research, faculty and
students exchange is one of the important aspect of national
and international collaboration. The university signed 16
important MoUs last year to enhance its external linkage. 

according to an MoU, Punjab University patented cotton
transgenes will be used in 12 cotton-growing african
countries including Sudan, Chad, ethiopia, Nigeria,
Burkina Faso, Mali, Benin, Mozambique, Tanzania,
Uganda, Zimbabwe and Zambia. The varsity has signed an
agreement with an african company for the seed business
and technical cooperation for using PU Centre of
excellence in Molecular Biology (CeMB)-patented
transgenes for development, seed production and
marketing of transgenic cotton hybrids/varieties. 
ACTIVATION OF FORUMS: regular meeting of various
committes and forums are pivotal for smooth academic
governance of a university. dr. Niaz’s administration
activated all relevant bodies and committees of the
university for optimum productivity of research and quick
decision making on all forums. during 2019 a total 29
selection boards, 15 meetings of advance Studies and
research Board approved 461 Mphil and Phd proposals.
While 85 Board of Studies meetings, 06 Board of Faculty
meetings, 05 academic Council meetings, 04 Syndicate
meetings and 02 Senate meetings held for approval of
various academic and administrative decisions.  
ADMISSIONS: The university administration is using
technology to facilitate students and their parents during
admission. a total 1,76,862 online applications were
processed for admission by the university IT teams.
earlier, students had to face travel and long queues
problems during admission which used to waste their time
and money especially in case of those applicants who come
from other cities and provinces with their parents. PU has
also improved its software for quick access of international
student applicants. g
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The second edition of the Pakistan Student Forum,
organized by the embassy of Pakistan, was held in Beijing
aimed at providing an opportunity to incoming students
and scholars for a mutual interaction with the relevant
embassy officials.
addressing the forum, attended by over 350 students from
different Chinese universities, ambassador Naghmana
hashmi called upon students to play their role in positive
projection of Pakistan through academic and cultural pursuits.
She urged the students to pay full attention to education
and uphold the name of the country as well as their
parents by setting high standards of moral values. She
asked them to abide by the Chinese laws, rule and respect
their culture during their stay in China.
VIoLaTIoNS aNd e-PaYMeNT FraUdS

She said that the embassy will continue to facilitate the
students for renewal of passports, CNIC and attestation of
necessary documents. Community Welfare Minister ali
Kayani briefed the students about basic Chinese laws to
avoid any inconvenience during their studies.
he particularly mentioned the zero tolerance of the
Chinese government about work or business on the
student visa and cautioned them about stern actions
against the violators. he apprised the students about
detention and punishments by the Chinese government for
involvement in drug use and trafficking.
he warned the students against e-payment frauds and asked
them to verify before making any online payments. education
attaché Suleman Mahsud shared detailed information on the
status of current cooperation between Pakistan and China in
educational, scientific and cultural fields. 

details on www.educationist.com.pk

PAKISTANIS ABROAD

Embassy officials, students
exchange information in Beijing

M. Sharif rana

2019 – the most progressive
year in PU history

it is time for government to
revive the higher education
system. there is no better
way to destroy a country

than to destroy its
education system 

dr. atta-ur-rehMan

“

“

2019 – year of crisis for
Pakistan higher education

pu VC dr. niaz ahmad
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Govt releases initial grant for Baba Guru Nanak university
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STAFF WRITER

P
rIMe Minister Imran Khan formally laid
foundation-stone of the Baba Guru Nanak
University, to be constructed at an area of 107
acres, in Nankana, the most important religious

site for the Sikh religion. The prime minister unveiled the
plaque to mark ground-breaking at a ceremony. The
provincial government has released initial funds for the
construction of the university which will comprise
academic blocks for various disciplines and also
dormitories for the students. The government has won
hearts of the Sikh community, said Gopal Singh Chawla,
head of the Punjabi Sikh Sangat. he appreciated the
government for setting up a university in an
underprivileged area. Punjab lawmaker Mahinder Pal
Singh said that the university is a great initiative to give
education access to minorities and others. assistant
Professor Professor Kalyan Singh said that learning is
highly significant for Sikh community and inauguration of
a new university is a gift for everyone.

Pakistan invites Russia to
establish high tech university
Mikhail Kotyukov assures cooperation to Fawad

STAFF WRITER

FederaL Minister for Science and Technology
Fawad Chaudhry invited russia’s Minister for
Science and higher education Mikhail Kotyukov to

visit Pakistan and wished to establish a high tech
university as a joint venture. also, Fawad Chaudhry said
that Pakistan and russia would jointly establish Pak-
russian Commission to promote bilateral cooperation in
fields of science and technology. he announced to establish
a state-of-the-art Science and Technology Park in Pakistan
in collaboration with russia. Both the ministers discussed
possible ways of cooperation between Islamabad and
Moscow in science and technology. Fawad Chaudhry
invited russian companies to contribute in the
biotechnology park, which is being established in Jhelum.
Mikhail Kotyukov assured cooperation at the level of
research institutions especially in the field of high tech
cutting edge technology, which is refer to technological
devices, techniques or achievements that employ the most
current and high-level IT developments or in other words,
technology at the frontiers of knowledge.

German envoy visits UAF, 
addresses deans, directors
Bernhard Schlagheck supports exchange programme

STAFF WRITER

GerMaN ambassador Bernhard Schlagheck called
on University of agriculture Faisalabad Vice
Chancellor dr Muhammad ashraf and also

addressed deans and directors of the university. In his
address, the visiting envoy said that relations between
Pakistan and Germany in academy, research and agriculture
sector would be fostered to get benefit from each other
experiences. he underlined importance of exchange
programme between both the countries to enhance bilateral
relations. he also lauded steps being taken on part of the
university for teaching, research, and the agriculture sector.
he pointed out that more Pakistanis are interested in either
studying or conducting research in Germany. dr
Muhammad ashraf said the university is enjoying good
relations with German institutes. he said that further
strengthened ties would help open up new horizon of
development and prosperity. he said that high yielding,
disease-free and capable to combat climate changes are
imperative to move the agriculture towards development.

Pakistani students complete
technology training in China
Group of nine students attend 20-day workshop

STAFF WRITER

FIrST batch of Pakistani students have completed
Intelligent Power distribution Technology training at
a workshop held at China’s Shandong Industrial and

Vocational College. a group of nine students from Infinity
engineering College participated in the 20-day training
workshop. College’s Vice President Zhao hongjun
introduced about the college and arrangements of the
training. during the training, dean Ma Guangting and Zhao
hongjun made a special trip to the training centre to learn
about the training of the trainees. The seminar participants
visited the Linyi Qi Culture Museum and the ancient Car
horse Museum. To actively integrate into the belt and road
construction, improve level of education and quality of
personnel training, the college has seized this strategic
opportunity and adhered to open-ended ideas for going
abroad and introducing it to Pakistan, Germany, Malaysia,
Thailand, etc. a total of 26 institutions and enterprises in 12
countries and regions have established cooperative relations.

Ambassador says Pakistanis equally
hospitable, willing to accept cultures
Naghmana Hashmi shares Pakistan’s diversity

STAFF WRITER

PaKISTaN ambassador to China Naghmana
hashmi has said that Pakistan and China relations
are unparalleled and the friendship is not only at

the political level, but also at the people’s level. In an
interview with the Beijing Youth Weekly, she said Pak-
China relations are unparalleled. “our friendship is
inseparable,” she said. The exchanges are based on
consensus and the two countries had a strong consensus on
peace, development and prosperity. “To say one more, the

history of people’s exchanges can be traced back to the
early days of human civilization. at that time, Chinese and
ancient Indian civilization had already been connected to
each other,” she said. regarding cultural similarities, she
said like China, Pakistan is a diverse country. She said that
Chinese people are generous and willing to accept different
cultures and Pakistanis are equally hospitable and willing
to accept different cultures. “our people are peaceful and
humble, and our country is more open.”

Pakistan keen to join first AI
university in Abu Dhabi
HEC likely to collaborate with UAE varsity

STAFF WRITER

PaKISTaN has showed interest to join Mohamed Bin
Zayed University of artificial Intelligence, the world's
first graduate-level higher educational institution in

abu dhabi, for better academia and research. In an interview
with the arab News newspaper, Federal Minister for Science
and Technology Fawad Chaudhry said that Pakistan also had
a centre of excellence on artificial intelligence and would like
to join hands with the single discipline university to enhance
capabilities of the Pakistani people in the field. he said that
the Uae is the first country which established a proper
ministry for artificial intelligence in 2017. “We have a lot to
learn from the Uae and this aI university is an excellent
initiative.” exploring options for bilateral cooperation in the
artificial intelligence, higher education Commission
Chairman dr Tariq Banuri said that the commission would
study the programmes offered at the abu dhabi university
and work on a possible collaboration plan.

Junior CaMpuS

China's children literature
award unveiled in Shanghai
Rongrong, Marcus receive honour

STAFF WRITER

The Chen Bochui International Children's Literature
award, a major literary award in China, unveiled in
Shanghai. Named after renowned Chinese children's

book writer and literary translator Chen Bochui, the award was
first established in 1981. Chinese writer ren rongrong and
american historian and critic of children's literature Leonard
Marcus were awarded the Special Contribution award for their
remarkable contributions to the development of children's
literature and cultural exchanges within the field. Five books
including "Uncle Mouse Gets Up Late," written by Ye
Guangqin won the best literary works of the year. Five other
works including two Chinese books and three books created by
Italian, australian and Brazilian authors and illustrators were
given the best picture books of the year award. Four stories
were winners of the best single piece of the year award. The
selection process of this year's event was launched in March.
More than 600 single pieces, literary works and picture books
from 33 countries and regions participated in the competition.

Sikh community says govt wins their hearts



AddreSSing to the inaugural session of
the conference, the conference patron
and pu Vice Chancellor, prof. dr. niaz

ahmad akhtar said that it was the
responsibility of universities to resolve
problems of society through innovations,
development of new ideas and new

knowledge. he said that islam is not simply a
religion but it a complete code of life. he
added that no society survived by crossing
the boundaries defined by allah. he argued
that we must respect the ideas of others and
act upon the lessons of islam based on peace
and tolerance. g

In her welcome note, the conference Chair
and the director iSCS prof. dr. rubeena
zakar said that dialogue and interaction

among different sections of society are
integral to create peace and coexistence in a
society. “given this backdrop, it becomes the
ultimate professional responsibility of
academia to make scholarly contributions by
highlighting the role of religion in promoting
harmony, integration and co-existence in
pakistani society. for this purpose, the

institute of Social and Cultural Studies
considers in an honor to organize and
international conference on the theme of
“religion and Society” where the national and
international scholars and keynote speakers
are going to share their scholarly work to
develop an in-depth understanding of the
core issue. the conference will help to
introduce new realms to pave way for a
peaceful and tolerant future for the next
generation”, added dr. rubena. g

P
unJaB university’s
institute of Social and
Cultural Studies (iSCS)
organized an

international Conference on
“religion and Society” in
collaboration with the Leads
university, united Kingdom on
december 13, 2019. the theme of
the conference was “Creating
tolerance through Socio-
religious harmony”. a total of

60 research papers were presented in the conference. the
inaugural session of the conference was attended by the
punjab Minister for higher education raja Yassir humayun
Sarfraz along with the Chairman punjab higher education
Commission dr. fazal ahmad Khalid, pu Vice Chancellor
prof. dr. niaz ahmad akhtar. from Leads university prof. dr.
S. Sayyid participated as the Keynote Speaker. 
the other dignitaries, who graced event included pu pro
Vice Chancellor prof. dr. Saleem Mazhar, dean faculty of
arts and humanities  prof. dr. iqbal Chawla, dean faculty of
islamic Studies prof. dr. Muhammad hammad Lakhvi. the
conference was chaired by the director iSCS prof. dr.
rubeena zakar. g

PU-ISCS Conference on Religion and Society
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By Sharjeel ahmed

Universities must resolve
society’s problems: Dr. Niaz

T he inaugural session was followed by the
panel discussion themed as “tackling
islamophobia: Cross Border and Cross

Cultural Strategies, opportunities and
Challenges”. the panelists included dr. paul
Bagguley from university of Leeds, dr. Yasmin
hussain from university of Leeds, dr. Mustapha
Sheikh from university of Leeds, allama ali abbas

alvi, general Secretary imamia ulema Congress,
prof. dr. Muhammad hammad Lakhvi, dean pu’s
faculty of islamic Studies, dr. raghib hussain
naeemi, head of Jamia naeemia, dr. Samia
raheel Qazi, president international Muslim
Women union and Mr. ajmal Jami, analyst/
Journalist. the panel discussion was moderated
by Mr. Shajjar abbas. g

the panel discussion

dialogue is integral for
coexistence: dr. rubeena

In the inaugural session, the Conference
Chair prof. dr. rubeena zakar delivered
the welcome address. She thanked all

the dignitaries to spare time for the
conference and she paid special thanks to
the Leads university for collaborating for
the event. She also highlighted the
objectives of the conference and claimed it
to be a landmark development towards
building a pluralistic society. 
dr. tajul islam from university of Leads
delivered a lecture on the connectivity and
academic collaboration between pu and
Leads university. dr. Sayyid delivered the
keynote address. 
raja Yasir humayun Sarfraz said that islam

spread the message of love, peace and
humanity. he stated that hazrat
Muhammad (pBuh) introduced humanity
to the world. prof. dr. fazal ahmad Khalid
told that education was a matter of life and
death for us. he said that we must promote
culture of tolerance in our society and use
technology for resolving our social
problems.
the conference patron prof. dr. niaz ahmad
akhtar debated on the role of educational
institutions in creating tolerance through
socio-religious harmony. prof. dr. Saleem
Mazhar discussed iqbal and islam while
highlighting the relationship between
society and religion. g

The inaugural session 

the honorable guests of the conference’s inaugural session

the participants of the panel discussion

P rof. dr. iqbal Chawla presented the
Vote of thanks in the closing
session of the conference while dr.

Mustafa from the Leads university

delivered keynote address. 
Souvenirs and shields were also
presented to the guests. g

The closing session

group photo of the academic elite who charmed the conference
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A
rChiteCture department of
the Lahore College for Women
university organized three-
day first international

conference on architecture education
towards disaster mitigation focusing
on enhancing understanding of
cultural heritage at risk from natural
and manmade hazards’ impact
towards conservation of the
archaeological sites.
the conference aimed to bring
together leading academic scientists,
professors, researchers, students and
research scholars to exchange and
share their experiences and research
results about all aspects of the
architectural and disaster mitigation.
addressing the first day of the
conference, overseas Commission of
punjab Chairman Waseem akhtar

rammay said that it is necessary to
prevent and reduce damage from
disasters and to preserve the world
heritage cultural and natural values
thereby protecting an essential
support for the social and economic
well-being of communities.
he said that risks from disasters have
been identified as one of the most
significant threats to the world heritage
properties and their inhabitants in
pakistan. in light of these challenges, he
said that improving the risk
management at properties inscribed in
the world heritage should be the main
aim of this conference.
Speaking on the second day of the
conference, punjab Minister for housing

Mahmoodur rasheed said that the
architecture sector did not start today,
as its history is known to egypt. he said
that people need to be aware of the
architecture. he mentioned about the
prime Minister’s Clean & green
programme.
he said that the clean and green slogan
has now become a movement and
campaign has also been hailed by the
opposition. “We are developing master
plans in all development authorities of
punjab,” he said. in the past, master
plans were created by sitting in offices
in which rulers made custom changes.
“We have created new building rules
and people will see a clear change in
the days to come,” he said. g

STAFF WRITER

T
he international resource Centre has arranged an
international exhibition at the Lahore College for
Women university, under the directorate of faculty
development & internationalisation, in the

presence of different foreign universities and educational
consultant firms.
the true essence of education flourishes within a cross-
regional framework in this era of internationalization when the
world has turned into a global village. punjab higher education
Commission Chairman prof dr fazal Khalid expressed his
appreciation and encouragement to the Lahore College for
Women university for taking up a progressive initiative towards
globalization.
he said that female education is the fundamental support to
progress of a society and assured that the commission will
support the university in all respects. he said that this event
will promote international education program with more
defined goal of increasing knowledge and sharing of academic
values between academic communities of pakistan as well as
the global academic community.
Vice Chancellor prof dr Bushra Mirza who is also iSeSCo chair

in pakistan shared her vision of faculty developmental
programs as well as international resource exchange pertaining
to quality enhancement of institutional structure of the
university. She emphasised that females with their analytic
skills must peruse academic careers as per international
standards.
She said that all measures to enhance quality education are
her priority and many a forth are in implementation process.
international resource Centre head Yasmeen abid Maan
shared objectives of arranging the expo as for continuity in
globalization through all possible prospects.
She said that it is extremely important for institutions to work
in a closely knit mechanism with the international and
national partnerships to meet standards of education. the
expo was planned with a strategic concept of educating
students with requirements and admission procedures of
national and international universities.
the essence of productivity in this whole exercise was to
familiarize the students with opportunities available at other
universities. Similarly, educational consultants laid down a
comprehensive insight about all the universities connected to
them. the organizing committee was awarded at the end of
this educational ceremony followed by expo visit of dignitaries
and then students and the university staff. g

LCWU hosts first global moot
on architecture education

Foreign varsities, consultants join global exhibition at LCWU

Conference focuses on
enhancing understanding
of cultural heritage at risk
from natural, manmade
disasters, its impact on
archaeological sites

International symposium on ‘Postcolonial & the Glocal’
STAFF WRITER

A
three-day international
symposium – the post-
colonial and the glocal – was
held by the Lahore College for

Women university in collaboration
with the higher education
Commission and the international
islamic university of Malaysia.
Vice Chancellor prof dr Bushra Mirza
said that the objective is to develop
academic and educational
cooperation to promote mutual
understanding between the two
departments. in her inaugural address,
she shared some clauses from a letter
of intent signed between the
university’s english department and
the english department of the
Malaysian university.
there were two panel discussions. the
first panel discussion was on english

literature and the second panel for
linguistics. this panel was also joined
by dr roziana rosli from the english

department of the Malaysian
university.
dr roziana rosli talked about
storytelling, discussing in detail terms,
definition and scope. While sharing her
remarks, she maintained that story
telling is common communicative
strategy in classroom. She shared a
strategic layout for storytelling. the
two panels shed light on the various
aspects of the literature and
linguistics. the day ended with the
distribution of certificates. g

Seminar ‘Kashmir issue: a
crisis beyond boundaries’

D epartMent of Mass Communication, Lahore College for Women
university (LCWu) organized a seminar “Kashmir issue: a Crisis
Beyond Boundaries” at varsity auditorium. punjab Minister for

information aslam iqbal was chief guest while uMt dean Media Studies
prof. dr. Mughees uddin Sheikh, Senior analyst Salman ghani, columnist
Salman abid, LCWu VC prof. dr. Bushra Mirza, and dr. anjum zia, hod
deptt. of Mass Communication stressed on the solution of Kashmir issue
for regional and global peace. 

Mr. aslam iqbal said that Kashmir was not an internal issue of india rather
its solution was mandatory for regional stability and global peace. “pakistan
is stick on one stance based on un resolutions and current government
whole-heartedly supports the Kashmiris,” he said. Vice Chancellor dr. Bushra
Mirza said that Kashmir was not an internal problem of india but it was an
international dispute. She said the story of Kashmir was the story of indian
repression and conspiracies.  dr. Bushra was LCWu was trying to contribute on
their level best to project the real voice of Kashmiris. “Kashmir is an unfinished
agenda of partition, which has created instability in the South asia since both
india and pakistan are the nuclear powers, so global community must take it
seriously,” said dr. Mughees uddin Sheikh, dean School of Media Studies at
uMt. Salman ghani, senior analyst and journalist working at dunya tV, said
that Modi was following hindutva philosophy and it had also exposed india’s
false claims of biggest democracy and so-called secular state of the world.
he said that pakistan was countering india successfully at international
forums. Salman abid, senior journalist and columnist said that BJp
government was implementing philosophy of extremist hindu organization
rSS. he said that the present crisis in Kashmir has vindicated two-nation
theory that the demand for the separate homeland by the Muslims was
justified. 

dr. anjum zia, Chairperson Mass Communication department, said that
india should stop denying ground realities, must come out of illusions and
accept the fact that it cannot suppress the voice of Kashmiris with brute
force and conspiracies. She also criticized the indian media for being
obsessed with enmity of pakistan. in her concluding remarks, dr. Bushra
Mirza, expressed her solidarity with the people of Kashmir and thanked
the participants. the seminar was attended by a large number of teachers
and students of LCWu and media persons. g

LCWU, UET jointly celebrate
World Town Planning Day

T he city and regional planning departments of the Lahore College
for Women university and the university of engineering and
technology celebrated World town planning day jointly at the iqra

auditorium of the LCWu. the objective of the day was to seek the
attention of policymakers for urban and regional planning in pakistan.
TASHFEEN SAFDAR SHAHID FOR ENVIRONMENT IMPACT
Speaking on the occasion, parliamentary Secretary for Ministry of housing and
Works tashfeen Safdar Shahid said that priority of the government is to
protect environment, improve public health and safety, and increase wealth of
choices available to each and every citizen. She said that the goals have been
set up to improve the community as a whole with consideration to things such
as the environmental impact, economic development and social issues. “i am
happy that we are working to make many model cities.” She said that jobs
are being created for students in the coming days and the government is going
in the right direction at the moment.

“hopefully, our future is bright.” She said that the City & regional planning
department deserves appreciation for organizing event on important day.
department’s head prof dr attique ur rehman said that this event will help
to create awareness of the town planning and, to engage students of this
discipline, local citizens and officials in the value of planning to shape their
communities. the department head also highlighted importance of town
planning in contemporary world. Lda Vice Chairman Syed Muhammad imran
and prof dr abdul Sattar Sikandar were also guests for the event whereas dr
Bushra Khan presided the event. 

Syed Muhammad imran said that the most important task of Lda is
regional town planning which has not been given due importance till now. he
said that the prime minister is paying special attention to housing sector
of pakistan. the students were engaged in different activities featuring
achievements, challenges and professional life of the town planners in
pakistan. pro dr Shakir also addressed the event. the participants
discussed their ongoing efforts to undertake inclusive efforts to engage
diverse, socially vulnerable, and environmental justice communities in
planning for climate adaptation and resilience. panelists presented their
own experiences and share common insights, lessons learned, challenges,
and opportunities for the future. STAFF WRITER
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LAHORE: dr. B.r. ambedkar lived his whole life fighting for
the rights of suppressed and the poor people of India. he made
historical efforts for social justice, equality and guidance towards
establishing harmonious society. These views were expressed by
Indian and Pakistani speakers of International Conference on
dr. Br ambedkar. The moot was jointly organized by Punjab
University Centre for South asian Studies and ambedkar Society
for South asia at al-raazi hall. 

Punjab Governor Chaudhry Muhammad Sarwar was the chief
guest while delegates from India including President Buddhist
Society of India rajratna ambedkar, dr. Vinod Kumar,
Shirmishtha Solanki, dr. Suraj Parkash, Vandana Solanki and
Namdev, aSSa director Syed Shaheen hassan were present. 

PU Vice Chancellor Prof Niaz ahmad akhter presided the
event while MNa aftab Jehangir, Pro-VC Prof dr Muhammad
Saleem Mazhar, registrar dr Muhammad Khan, dean Faculty
of Behavioral and Social Sciences Prof dr Umbreen Javaid,
Phd/MPhil scholars and a large number of students were
present on the occasion.

addressing the conference, Punjab Governor Chaudhry
Muhammad Sarwar urged India’s Prime Minister Narendra
Modi to come to dialogue table for fighting poverty, inequality,
unemployment, hunger, contaminated water etc, which are the
common enemies of the people of the region. Mr Sarwar said
that resolving mutual issues through negotiations was in the

interest of both the countries as we could not change our
geographical positions.

he said that dr B.r. ambedkar lived his whole life fighting
for the rights of suppressed and the poor people of India. he
said that dr ambedkar made historical efforts for social justice
and equality in society. he said that provision of complete
freedom and rights to minorities was top priority of the
Pakistani government. 

he said that no country could progress without contribution
and active participation of minorities and prosperity of
depressed people. he said that he had strictly instructed the
vice chancellors of all universities to implement five percent
job quota for minorities as they were also our children. he said
that Pakistan government was facilitating and encouraging
minorities in all spheres of life. “opening of visa-free
Kartarpur corridor is a proof that all religions are being
respected in Pakistan. The foreigners who visit Pakistan bring
back our love and hospitality and become our ambassadors,”
the governor said. 

he said that Prime Minister Imran Khan was promoting the

message of equality and the same message was presented by
Quaid-e-azam Muhammad ali Jinnah in his first speech after
creation of Pakistan. Prof dr Niaz ahmad said that minorities
enjoyed complete religious freedom in Pakistan. he said that
PU administration was encouraging minorities and providing
jobs to them. 

Mr rajratna ambedkar said that Mr Gandhi created
obstacles otherwise the sub-continent could get libration in
1932. he said that Mr Gandhi feared alliance between the

Muslims and dalits. he said that around 40 percent of BJP
parliamentarians were facing rape charges, which was a matter
of shame for Indian people too. he said that dalits were still
considered “untouchables” in India even in 21st Century. he
said that all the pillars of state in India including parliament,
judiciary, media and bureaucracy had totally collapsed. he said
that rSS was a terrorist organization which was actually ruling
India. he said that democracy in India was in danger. he said
that India was a country where cow was respected more than

humans. 
dr. Suraj Parkash said that dalits were facing problems in

India since they took birth.  dr. Vinod Kumar said that dalits
were being deprived of basic rights. he said that dr. Br
ambedkar fought for the rights of dalits and made efforts for
their better life. dr Namdev said, “we get more respect in
Pakistan than India. dr. ambedkar wanted caste system free
society. We were being disgraced in one society, India, and being
welcomed in the other society, Pakistan.”

In her welcome address, Prof. dr. Umbreen Javed said that
dr. ambedkar was an exceptional politician, law expert,
economist and human rights activists. She said that
ambedkar’s life gave guidance towards establishing
harmonious society. She said that dr. ambedkar raised the
voice of the voiceless and his efforts for depressed segments of
the society would be remembered in all times to come. Later,
Prof dr Muhammad Saleem Mazhar distributed shields among
the guests. g

International conference on Dr. Ambedkar

Dr. Ambedkar – a name of fight for the
rights of suppressed in India

“dr. ambedkar made historical efforts
for social justice and equality in

society.” Ch. Muhammad Sarwar

“gandhi created obstacles otherwise
the sub-continent could have got

libration in 1932. Mr. gandhi feared
alliance between the Muslims and

dalits.” rajratna ambedkar

“We get more respect in pakistan
than india. We were being disgraced

in one society (india) and being
welcomed in the other society

(pakistan).” dr. namdev



BY KHURRAM SHAHZAD  

LAHORE: Punjab Governor Chaudhry Muhammad Sarwar
has said that the West should learn from Pakistan how to fight
terrorism as it has defeated terrorists with the valor and
unprecedented sacrifices of Pakistan army, law enforcement
agencies and Pakistani nation. he was addressing the 129th
Convocation of Punjab University at Faisal auditorium here
on Saturday. european Union Parliament’s Vice President
Fabio Massimo Castaldo, whom PU has awarded honorary
Phd degree in the subject of Law during convocation, PU Vice
Chancellor Prof Niaz ahmad, Pro VC Prof dr Muhammad
Saleem Mazhar, registrar dr Muhammad Khalid Khan,
Controller of examinations rauf Nawaz, additional Controller
of examinations raja Shahid Javed, deans, faculty members
and a large number of outshining graduates and their parents
participated in the event.

addressing the ceremony, Governor Chaudhry Muhammad
Sarwar said that no nation had made more sacrifices than
Pakistani nation in war on terror. he said that all the super
powers of the world had failed in afghanistan but Pakistan
had overpowered terrorism in country. he said that Modi’s
Indian Citizenship act had turned the whole India into
Kashmir in which minorities were being deprived of their
rights. he said that no human rights believer could accept
Indian Citizenship act. 

he said that India had imposed curfew in occupied Kashmir
since 140 days and changed its status in violation of resolutions
of the United Nations. he said that India was also denying
access to international observers to the occupied valley. he said
that on the contrary, Pakistan had provided all the rights to
minorities as per the vision of Quaid-e-azam. 

he said that we were thankful to Mr Massimo for supporting
Kashmiri people and condemning Indian Citizenship act. he
said that the government had removed culture of ad-hoc
appointments from universities and 20 vice chancellors had
been appointed on merit for making institutions of higher

learning fully functional. he said that the incumbent
government never allowed political interference in the
universities. he said that he was happy that three disciplines of
PU had been ranked among 250 to 300 top academic
institutions of the world and PU’s QS, Times higher education
and Nature group rankings had improved manifold and PU VC
Prof Niaz ahmad deserved due appreciation in this regard. he
said that it was also a historic achievement that PU had
produced 243 Phds in one year. he said that the Punjab
government was trying to bring universities in Punjab among
top 500 institutions of the world and the government would
extend maximum support in this regard. 

he encouraged entrepreneurship culture at universities so
that young students could resolve economic issues being faced
by the society. he said that Pakistani students were not less than
european students in talent. he said that Prime Minister Imran
Khan and his team understood that young people were our
prime assets. he congratulated the graduating students, their
parents and teachers and urged them to come forward for
development of the country. addressing the ceremony, Mr
Massimo condemned human rights violations in occupied
Kashmir and India due to Citizenship act. he said that we
should stand with the people of Kashmir and Palestine who
were facing atrocities. he said that the future of the world was

associated with education. he said that education could prevent
wars and produce tolerant people. he also paid tribute to
allama Iqbal and Quaid-e-azam Muhammad ali Jinnah and
cited their sayings. he urged the youngsters not to allow any
person to say that they were too young to achieve a goal as he
himself was elected as the youngest vice president of european
Parliament. he thanked PU administration for awarding
honorary Phd degree and said that he would always remember
the love of Pakistani people that he received.

addressing the ceremony, PU VC Prof Niaz ahmad said that
PU administration had implemented policy of merit,
transparency and accountability in all the operations of the
university. he said that the administration had activated all
statutory bodies and their meetings were being held regularly to
run PU affairs in a transparent manner. he said that production
of 243 Phds in one year was a silent revolution. he said that the
university had promoted and appointed a large number of
teachers and employees purely on merit, addressing their
grievances who were awaiting their rights since many years. he
said that the university administration was bringing academic
revolution by taking several initiatives due to which PU's
international ranking had improved manifold. he said that PU
was also establishing relations with foreign universities for
collaboration in research and exchange of teachers and students.
he said that the university administration had organized for the
first time reunion of its alumni association. 

he said that the university also exclusively established Baba
Guru Nanak and human rights chairs. he said that minority
quota in jobs was strictly being implemented in PU. he said that
to achieve sustainable development goals, produce citizens with
high moral values and for socio-economic development of the
country, the university has established three new teaching and
research centres. he said that PU administration was also
making efforts to establish state-of-the-art medical college. Later,
Punjab Governor Chaudhry Muhammad Sarwar presented
honorary Phd degree to Mr Massimo and souvenirs to
distinguished guests. g

PU sets history by producing 243 PhDs in a year

West should learn from Pakistan how to fight terrorism: Governor
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243 phd, 101 MS/Mphil, 63 Ma/MSc,
74 undergraduate degrees and 309
Medals in pu Convocation
LAHORE: in punjab university’s 129th Convocation, 243 phd, 101
MS/Mphil, 63 Master’s, 74 undergraduate degrees and 309
medals were distributed among students. as many as 84
medals were distributed among undergraduate students, 98
medals among Master’s students and 127 medals were
distributed among Mphil/MS students. a total of 1149 degrees
and medals were distributed in the convocation.

governor Muhammad Sarwar extends
congratulations uet for improvement
its QS World university ranking

VC prof dr Syed Mansoor Sarwar says
uet establishing pension fund, fund-
raising facility for needy scholarsh

BY DR. RANA TANVEER QASIM

I
n seven different faculties, 2256 degrees
including 24 phd, 475 Mphil and MS, 96 MSc
and 1662 undergraduate degrees to BSc
session 2019 and architecture 2018 were

distributed during 26th convocation of the
university of engineering & technology (uet),
held at university’s different campuses.
as many as 66 gold medals were distributed
among the students. about 1683 degrees were
awarded in uet main campus in Lahore, 226 in
new Campus (uet-KSK), 159 degrees in
faisalabad campus, 85 degrees in rachna
College of engineering and technology (uet-
rCet), and 103 degrees in narowal campus.
punjab governor Chaudhry Muhammad Sarwar,
who is also chancellor of the university, presided over
the convocation at uet main auditorium. punjab
higher education Commission (pheC) Chairman
prof dr fazal ahmad Khalid and pakistan
engineering Council (peC) Chairman engr Jawed
Salim Qureshi participated as guests of honour.
addressing to faculty, students and parents,
Chaudhry Muhammad Sarwar said that the
accreditation of uet degree programmes on
outcome based education (oBe) system, that
are recognized by 20 developed countries of the
world under the Washington accord, is a
commendable achievement.

he said that uet Lahore is a flag bearer in quality
engineering education with the largest number
of oBe accredited programmes in the country.
“today is the celebration of your courage to
infuse individual talent with tradition of
knowledge coupled with commitment and hard
work,” he said.
extending congratulations to all graduating
students and their parents on their
accomplished mission, he said that uet has
unlocked all its potential towards delivery of
quality education as its sole purpose. “i would
also appreciate that uet has improved its QS

World university ranking i.e. 171 position in top
500 universities of asia,” he said.
he said that this marvelous achievement in
such a short time is testament to the
competence, commitment and continuous
efforts of the faculty, administration and the
university students. he advised students to
become productive and humanistic creator of
pakistan’s future. “Your success is due to
sacrifices of your parents which should be
regarded with hard work,” he said in his
concluding remarks.
FUND-RAISING FACILITY: uet Vice chancellor
prof dr Syed Mansoor Sarwar said that as uet’s
16th vice chancellor, he extends his heartfelt
congratulations to the graduates, their families,

and their teachers. “Your success has a lot to do
with hard work, prayers, and support of your
parents and families, guidance of your teachers,
challenges of your peers, love and care of your
friends and help of supporting staff at the
university,” he said.
“i am trying my best to achieve the goal of

making the university financially self-
sustainable and for this purpose, we are
establishing pension fund and fund-raising
facility for needy scholarships so that no student
is denied education at uet due to financial
constraints,” he said. “We are also making efforts
in reducing energy expenses by installing solar
power plants and replacing conventional lights
and fans with energy efficient lights and fans,
automate key business processes for efficiency
and transparency, using austerity measures to
reduce expenses, making campuses clean and

green through plantation fruit and indigenous
trees as well as establishing urban forests on all
campuses.”
LAMPRO MELLON’S TRAINING PROG: Lampro
Mellon honored all gold medalists of electrical
engineering, computer engineering, and
computer science at all five campuses with
shields, certificates, and cash prizes of rs 50,000
each which were given to the relevant gold
medalists. the vice chancellor announced that
gold medal winners would be offered a fast track
entry into Lampro Mellon’s SoC training
programme. they would not undertake the
online test. he said that this is really a big
achievement for uet in this context and he
thanked governor Chaudhry Muhammad
Sarwar, Lampro Mellon Ceo Sabahat rafique
and her team, higher education Minister raja
Yasir humayun, dr fazal ahmad Khalid, and
oriC director prof dr Muhammad tahir for their
contribution in enabling this partnership.
dr Mansoor Sarwar shed light on improvements
in the academic parameters at the university as
4.2% increase in undergraduate enrollment,
88.7% increase in graduate enrollment, 27.4%
increase in research publications, 36.3% increase
in impact factor research publications and 304%
increase in research funding through competitive
research grants.
in this event, members of syndicate, deans,
foreign delegates, registrar Muhammad asif,
examination controller Muhammad zargham
nusrat, treasurer hassna Munir, former gC
university vice chancellor dr Khaleeq ur
rehman, engr ejaz ahmad Chaudhry,
chairpersons of academic and administrative
offices were present. at the end of the
convocation, Vice Chancellor prof dr
Mansoor Sarwar presented souvenirs to the
honorable guests governor Muhammad
Sarwar, prof dr fazal ahmad Khalid and engr
Jawed Salim Qureshi. g

UET’S 26TH CONVOCATION

2256 engineers received degrees, 66 gold medals
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Home Economic University workshop on healthy lifestyle 

STAFF REPORT 

U
NIVerSITY of home economics Lahore in
collaboration with Grow Green Society organised
a workshop to promote healthy lifestyle in Society.
The aim of the event was to highlight awareness

about organic and kitchen gardening among students and
people from all walk of society.  

dr. Kanwal amin, Vice Chancellor University of home
economics Lahore was the guest of honor while Sajid
Iqbal Sindhu, National agricultural Specialist, Chairman
research and development Board agricultural

department. Ceo Green Circle, Master Trainer GZ
Germany, USaId was the resource Person. 

he vigorously guided the participants of the workshop
on how to grow healthy vegetables in their homes. What
vegetables and herbs are important for living a healthy life.
and what are some useful ways to grow them. 

another important feature of the event was regarding
how to easily manage kitchen waste? 

Later, the Vice Chancellor Prof. dr. Kanwal amin,
faculty members and students formally launched the
campaign by planting various vegetable plants in the
kitchen Garden of the campus. g

First sports gala of University of Home Economics
STAFF REPORT 

LAHORE: the first sports gala of university of home economics
Lahore was inaugurated by Vice Chancellor prof. dr. Kanwal amin.
Various sports competitions were organized in this four-day sports
gala. the students actively participated in different sports
competitions full of life, energy and colours. a special flag march
past also held on this occasion with students from various class
holding flags. Children from the nursery School and Special
education Center located at the university gave intriguing
performances. 
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Surya Prakash, a research scholar at the
university’s Sanskrit school, said he had been
brutally beaten in his dorm room despite
telling them that he was blind. They broke
the door and windows of the room, barged
inside and hit his head with a rod, said
Prakash.  an ambulance carrying injured
people off campus was also attacked while
policemen stood by, quoted an eye witness. 

JNU student union’s president Ms aishe
Ghosh was also among injured. In a video
message, she said, “I have been brutally
attacked. I am not even in a condition to talk”.
Ghosh had been beaten on the head with iron
rods. her hair had been matted with blood.
during treatment, her head wound required 16
stitches. She claimed that police officials and
the university's security personnel did not
intervene to prevent the bloodshed. 

Students at the JNU University said the
attackers belonged to the akhil Bharatiya
Vidyarthi Parishad (aBVP), a hindu nationalist
student organization belonging to the ruling
Bhartia Janta Party (BJP). anyhow, the group
denied involvement. exactly who was behind the
attack, and why it was carried out, is still unclear. 

The senior warden of JNU's Sabarmati hostel
complex resigned submitting a letter, saying, "We

tried but can't provide for security to hostel".
Students said the attack was related, at least in

part, to continuing protests among campus
groups over fee increases. Prof Sood said about
50 teachers and 200 students opposed to a hike
in hostel fees. Some believe the two issues - the
hostel protest and the Caa - have become linked. 

authorities claim that the police had been
asked to restore order against masked
miscreants. But students said that the authorities
stood by as the mob rampaged on their campus,
breaking into dormitories with broken bottles
and bats. however, local deputy Police
Commissioner devender arya denied
accusations that the police were passively or
actively abetting the attacks, sand promised legal
action against the attackers.

Police filed a FIr against the student leader
aishe Ghosh. Kavita Krishnan, a left-wing leader
and JNU alumnus, dubbed the police case
against Ghosh "outrageous".  “This is outrageous.
aishe Ghosh herself has been a victim of
murderous act and you are filing an FIr against
the victim”, she said.  

JNU Teachers association, which has sought
Vice Chancellor's dismissal, also questioned the
logic behind the FIr. "It seems to be very clear
that they want to escape from responsibilities on
what has happened during the mob violence,"
Surajit Mazumdar, the secretary of JNU Teachers

association told al Jazeera."I can't see any other
purpose behind his. I don't understand on what
basis and evidence are they, otherwise, filing an
FIr against the JNU Students' Union president
who was badly injured", he said.

]Many Indian notables showed solidarity with
the protestors at JNU. Former JNU student and
Nobel Prize winner abhijit Banerjee said, “The
attacks had echoes of the years when Germany
was moving towards Nazi rule". asaduddin
owaisi dubbed “brave students of JNU’’, while
Congress- a political party said that violence in
JNU reminds of Nazi rule. Bollywood actress
deepika Padukone also visited JNU to express
her solidarity with students. 

another university Jamia Millia Islamia, New
delhi students were also attacked on december
15. They were also protesting against Caa. The
Police used force against student protesters and
others, lobbing tear gas canisters into a library,
firing into crowds and partially blinding a
student. The protestors said that Caa is an anti-
Muslim law.The police chase began around 5pm
and ended around 10pm, with dozens of
students taken away the policemen. They were
made to evacuate the campus with their hands
raised. Brutal attacks by police injured more than
100 students. Many of them were detained, some
taken away while they were receiving medical
care at Safdarjung hospital, aIIMS Trauma

Centre, al Shifa hospital and holy Family
hospital. The violence forced the university
administration to postpone the end of semester
examinations and declare winter break, asking
students to vacate the hostels. Vice Chancellor of
Jamia Millia Islamia Najma akhtar said that the
university would register a case against the police
for storming the campus and would seek an
investigation into the incident. "It is not expected
of the police to enter the university and beat up
students," she said.

on december 16, students at the aligarh
Muslim University in Uttar Pradesh state also
clashed with police, prompting university officials
to announce that the school would remain
completely shuttered until January 5. The
government also cut internet service in aligarh
and neighboring towns.     

Following the attacks at aMU, JNU and
Jamia Millia Islamia, it did not take long for
students and activists across the country to
mobilize. People gathered in Mumbai,
hyderabad, Chennai, Kolkata, Bangalore,
Kanpur, Lucknow and ahmadabad. They staged
protests against brutality at university students.
More than 25 people have been killed in these
protests. Some protestors also demanded
resignation of amit Shah, India’s powerful home
affairs minister who also oversees law
enforcement in the nation’s capital. g

Indian students protest Citizenship Amendment Act

i2 african countries to
benefit from pu clean
cotton technology
STAFF REPORT 

LAHORE: Punjab University patented cotton transgenes will be used in 12
cotton-growing african countries including Sudan, Chad, ethiopia, Nigeria,
Burkina Faso, Mali, Benin, Mozambique, Tanzania, Uganda, Zimbabwe and
Zambia.

The varsity has signed an agreement with an african company for the seed
business and technical cooperation for using PU Centre of excellence in
Molecular Biology (CeMB)-patented transgenes for development, seed
production and marketing of transgenic cotton hybrids/varieties. 

The MoU signing ceremony was organized at PU Vice Chancellor’s office
here on Tuesday. PU VC Prof Niaz ahmad, Pro VC Prof dr Muhammad
Saleem Mazhar, acting director CeMB dr Tayyab husnain, dr. Idrees ahmad
Nasir, orIC director Prof. dr. Muhammad arshad Javed, PU director
external Linkages dr. Sobia Khurram while Sudan’s aleenah agricultural
Services Ltd President dr. adil ahmed ali ahmed Nuri and Mr. osama Saeed
Muhammad elkhier were present on the occasion. according to agreement,
the african company will develop and commercialize cotton transgenic CKC
technology of CeMB and transgenic cotton hybrids developed by the company
using CKC events of CeMB.

The company will be exclusively introducing it in twelve cotton-growing
african countries i.e. Sudan, Chad, ethiopia, Nigeria, Burkina Faso, Mali,
Benin, Mozambique, Tanzania, Uganda, Zimbabwe and Zambia. The
company will provide royalty of the net realized value of cotton seeds
hybrids developed by aleenah Company using CKC event of the CeMB to
Punjab University CeMB as per agreement. 

addressing the ceremony, PU VC Prof Niaz ahmad said that this was the
role of universities to contribute towards socio-economic development of
the country. dr. Nuri said that PU technology would play an important role
in the development of the cotton industry in african countries and 12
cotton-growing african countries were going to benefit from the technology
developed by PU scientists. g
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Undercover schools provide a unique perspective
in understanding ways in which students and
recruiters try to exploit the non-immigrant student
visa system, they said in the statement. But rahul
reddy, a Texas attorney involved with these
students’ cases, told the detroit News that US
officials running the fake University of Farmington
operation preyed upon unsuspecting students.

“They should not punish these people who were
lured into a trap,” he said. “These people can’t even
defend themselves properly because they’re not
given the same rights in deportation proceedings.”
Quoting unsealed court documents, the american
media reported that the students were well aware
that the school was a fraud. They allegedly chose to
enroll anyway, because doing so would allow them
to remain in the country on F-1 non-immigrant 1
visas, which allow foreign citizens to temporarily
reside in the US while studying at accredited
academic institutions.
PAPER CHASE: In January, the immigration

officials said that the students had entered the US
legally on F-1 visas after being accepted to legitimate
schools and had later transferred to the University
of Farmington. The eight recruiters allegedly helped
create fraudulent records, including transcripts, that
students could give to immigration authorities.

authorities said in the original charging
documents that they collectively accepted more than
$250,000 in kickbacks for their work, not realizing

that the payments were actually coming from
undercover agents who worked for the homeland
Security Investigations, a division of ICe.

The undercover operation, called Paper Chase,
ran for several years before the January
indictments. The fake university was set up in
2015 but that hSI agents didn’t begin posing as
university officials until 2017, according to the
indictment. From the outside, the University of
Farmington appeared legitimate, touting on its
fake website the number of languages spoken by
its president (four) and the number of classes
taught by teaching assistants (zero).

Photos of the campus showed students lounging
around with books on a grassy quad or engaged in
rapt conversation in its brightly lit modern library.
Tuition was relatively reasonable — $8,500 a year
for undergraduates and $11,000 a year for
graduate students. But there were no classes taking
place at the university, which employed no
instructors or professors. Its campus consisted of a
small office in a corporate park in the northwestern
detroit suburb of Farmington hills, Mich, with no
quad or library in sight.

The department of homeland Security’s list of
certified schools where international students can
enroll included the University of Farmington. The
officials said that the US government made a lot of
money off these foreign students. In front of a court,
the attorney for one of the student recruiters, said
her client was remorseful and a good person caught
up in a bad situation. g

gLoBaL deCeption

Fake university set up to lure
college students to stay in US
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BY BILAL NAVEED 

S
tudentS of indian occupied Kashmir failed to
obtain their basic human rights as they face
problems in Kashmir and in other regions of india
after the revocation of article 370. their problems

included social disapproval, social adjustment, no internet,
cell phone, or landline access, less employment for
government and private sectors and security issues
because of the attacks of indian army, police and hindu
militants.

association of Kashmiri Students said that students
studying in other regions of india have begun to face
problems because of being out of touch with their
families in the valley, which has been under restrictions
for five months. till now hundreds of Kashmiris living
outside the disputed himalayan region have been
threatened, assaulted or forced to vacate their
residences. While talking to al Jazeera many students
said that they were beaten by hindu right wing mobs and
they are unable to move.

india’s clampdown on the Jammu and Kashmir is
entering its sixth month, and the fundamentalist
government of prime Minister narendra Modi has exerted
tight control over the flow of information out of the
region, a bleak picture has nonetheless emerged.
thousands have been imprisoned, including students,
teachers, doctors and political leaders. Movement is
tightly restricted. phone lines have been cut off. Modi
appears set on ending Jammu and Kashmir’s special semi-
autonomous status and bringing it fully under the control
of new delhi, a move that residents of the Muslim-
majority region strongly reject.

Many Kashmiris look to the civil service as their best hope
for employment. With new delhi’s august 5 repeal of
Kashmir’s special political status under article 370, which
had granted the region some autonomy, the central
government also reorganized the competition for jobs in
the civil service. previously, nonlocals had been barred from
these positions. But now the law that used to make that
possible has been repealed. 

the fear of outsiders qualifying for local administrative
positions has sent a chill throughout the valley. for one,
there’s the problem of outsiders being in control of
administrative functions. they “won’t have the
emotional connect with the people,” zahoor said. that
could lead “to discrimination with common people on the
administrative level.”

in the pursuit of an economically stable and independent
life, a 24-year-old Bazila akhtar, also a resident of Srinagar,
had planned to take the daunting exam. She told that most

of my study material was on internet, its absence has not
only left my syllabus incomplete but also intensely
discouraged me. her father, who is a shopkeeper in central
Kashmir’s Budgam district, paid about $1,400 for her
special coaching classes, which have also been canceled
since august 5.

in part, akhtar and other Kashmiris’ reliance on
government jobs is an artifact of ongoing violence in the
area, which has discouraged other forms of economic
development and foreign investment. according to a report
published by the Mumbai-based economic times in august,
Kashmir received a mere $5.5 million in foreign direct
investment between april 2000 and March 2019, the
lowest among all indian states.

and like the rest of india, which has seen a 45-year
high in unemployment rates, Kashmir has also
experienced booming joblessness. according to the
Jammu and Kashmir state government’s economic
Survey 2016, unemployment for 18- to 29-year-olds had
reached 24.6 percent.

Schooling for the last year was only conducted for less
than four months in indian occupied Jammu and
Kashmir, this loss of learning can impact students’ future
prospects in regard to jobs and income. the extent of the
damage could be detrimental to the future of a whole
generation. however, it is not just the closures alone that
impact students.

in Kashmir, many schools are not equipped to provide
for someone with a physical disability, and therefore
children left with injuries from explosive violence may be
denied schooling. in many areas reliefweb reported that
the constant violence or threat of violence has also led
to the problems with mental health, as well as stunted
intellectual development and physical growth. this is
worsened by a lack of safe spaces for children. a 2014
study compared the mental health of children in Srinagar,
Kashmir, to those in Kolkata. 

the students in Kashmir were found to be more than
twice likely to suffer from poor mental and emotional
health than those in Kolkata.  

ifat idris, former Capacity development Specialist for
the asian development Bank said that conflict situations
invariably take a toll on education: through physical
destruction/damage to education facilities; loss of
teaching staff (e.g because they are victims of conflict, out
of fear, breakdown of service delivery structures); physical
and psychological trauma experienced by students; and the
general challenges involved in trying to carry on a ‘normal’
life with ever present threat of violence. denial of education
opportunities often means denial of future for young
people- thereby perpetuating the negative effects of
conflict. g

STAFF WRITER

aMerICaN immigration officials created
a fake university to lure foreign-born
college students who were trying to stay

in the United States on student visas that might
not have been legal, according to ‘unsealed’ federal
court documents.

The University of Farmington, a fictitious
school that US Immigration and Customs
enforcement marketed as a hub for STeM
students who wanted to enroll and not interrupt

their careers, had a fake name, a fake website and
a fake motto on its fake seal, reported The
Washington Post and other newspapers. In
January 2019, eight people who allegedly worked
as recruiters for the school and collectively helped
at least 600 students remain in the country
under false pretences were charged with federal
conspiracy. at the time, the detroit News
reported that dozens of University of Farmington
students, many of them Indian nationals, were
arrested for immigration violations and faced
deportation.

according to the Immigration and Customs
enforcement, that number has jumped to about
250 students. Those arrests took place between
January and July of this year, it said in a
statement. Most of the arrests happened in
February, officials said. Nearly 80 percent of
those who were arrested chose to voluntarily
leave US, the statement said. another 10 percent
of the University of Farmington students
received a final removal order, officials said,
either from an immigration judge or from the
US Customs and Border Protection. The final 10

percent of the students have challenged their
deportations, either by filing for legal relief or by
contesting their removals with the executive
office for Immigration review, it said. Seven of
the eight recruiters, all in their 20s and 30s, have
pleaded guilty and been sentenced to prison
time, detroit ICe spokesman Khaalid Walls told
the Free Press. The officials said that the
University of Farmington was created to provide
the department of homeland Security with
first-hand evidence of fraud.
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Fake university set up to lure college students to stay in US
IMMIGRATION OFFICIALS SAY UNDERCOVER SCHOOLS PROVIDE A UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE IN UNDERSTANDING WAYS IN WHICH STUDENTS, RECRUITERS TRY TO EXPLOIT NON-IMMIGRANT STUDENT VISA SYSTEM
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